Molecular scanning of the human carboxypeptidase E gene for mutations in Chinese subjects with coronary atherosclerosis.
To test the hypothesis that the identification of mutation in the carboxypeptidase E (CPE) gene which leads to marked hyperproinsulinaemia is consistent with a possible role for mutations in CPE in the development of coronary heart disease. The study subjects consisted of 51 consecutive patients (34 males and 17 females) who will undergo coronary angiography for suspected or known coronary atherosclerosis. Coronary heart disease (CHD) was defined as having a luminal diameter stenosis > or =50% in at least one of three major coronary arteries by coronary angiography or based on the Rose Questionnaire. The insulin and proinsulin level were measured using highly sensitive two-site sandwich ELISA methods. Screening for mutations of the eight exons of the CPE gene was performed by polymerase chain reaction followed by bidirectional sequencing. We scanned eight exons and exon-intron junctional region. Overall, we found 12 distinct variants in the intron region and three variants in the exon region. Among the 15 variants, 10 mutations were rare. The further explored study reveal that the above five non-rare variants would not affect the level of glucose, insulin, and proinsulin. However, the results suggest that the prevalence of the coronary heart disease was significant difference between the wild type group and mutant type group according to the A4545G (P = 0.020). The results from the logistic regression reveal that the subjects with the CPE mutation of A4545G, the odds ratio for the coronary heart disease was 0.196 (95% CI: 0.046 to 0.830, P = 0.027). In the present study, the mutation of CPE gene would not affect the level of glucose, insulin, and proinsulin. The hypothesis of a possible role for mutations in CPE in the development of coronary heart disease needs further study.